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Which factor is most important 
in estimating translation time?

 
Word count 

Content type
 
Deadline

Which statement best describes 
your translation style?

 
I meet deadlines because I un-
derstand my capacity and always 
stay within my limits.

I meet deadlines because I plan 
my time well.

I meet deadlines because I trans-
late quickly.

What should you allow for in your 
time estimation?

 
Work on other translations

Revision

Unforeseen events

Pre-Lesson Warm Up

These questions are designed to get you thinking about the subject at hand: Time management skills.



Careful planning is the secret to every successful 
translate-trip.

Seasoned translators use well-thought-out itineraries 
to maximize efficiency and meet deadlines. They also 
prepare for unexpected events.

This lesson presents strategies for effective  
time management. These will help you increase your  
productivity, quality and reliability. Let’s go!

Why time management skills?

Intro



Have a nice translate-trip!

1. Planning Your Trip

2. Making the Most of It

3. Before You Leave



1. Planning Your Trip

Understand and work within your capacity.



1. Planning Your Trip 2. Making the Most of It 3. Before You Leave

Planning Your Trip
The first rule of effective time management  
is understanding your capacity.  
The second is knowing when to say no. 

Before you book your translate-trip, think about:
1.  What you want to achieve (Word count)
2.  How much time you have (Deadline)
3.  Your traveling style (Your standard speed)



The Ultimate Packing List
In addition to word count, deadline and speed,  
take these factors onboard:

Subject area: Texts dealing with familiar subjects 
may require less time.
Degree of specialization: Highly technical or spe-
cialized texts may require more time.
File type: Complex formatting or file-handling  
may increase time needed.

1. Planning Your Trip 2. Making the Most of It 3. Before You Leave



2. Making the Most of It

Optimize your time to increase efficiency.



Making the Most of It
You’ve arrived! Use your time wisely to get the 
most out of your translate-trip experience.

Create an Intelligent Itinerary
Smart travelers map out attractions by area to 
get more done. Smart translators split up large 
texts so they’re easier to handle.
They also set time-based milestones  
(e.g., 2000 words by end of Day One) to achieve 
goals and avoid a last-minute crunch.

1. Planning Your Trip 2. Making the Most of It 3. Before You Leave



Beware of Tourist Traps
Stay on track by avoiding these common 
translate-trip traps:

Tricky terms: Don’t get stuck! The solution 
to most translation riddles is usually fur-
ther on in the text.
Fatigue: Take regular breaks to maintain 
focus and increase productivity.

1. Planning Your Trip 2. Making the Most of It 3. Before You Leave



3. Before You Leave

Allow time for self-revision and unforeseen events.



Before You Leave
Make it home safe and sound by allowing 
time for:

Self-revision: Check your translation  
carefully to make sure nothing’s left behind.
Unforeseen events: A flight can be canceled 
or a hotel overbooked in the same way that 
a computer can cause problems when you 
least expect it.

1. Planning Your Trip 2. Making the Most of It 3. Before You Leave



We’ve created a few short translate-trips for you  
to test your time management skills.

To talk about the lesson or ask questions,  
join our discussion in the Translator Forums.  

Practice what you’ve learned

Download Exercise
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